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1> Introduction 

As a creative director practicing in the Middle East and the Arabian Gulf, working with Arabic language is a 
must. Personally, manipulating Arabic text, creating Arabic typefaces, animating Arabic words and 
letter-forms, is above all a passion. 
My frustration was paramount when I saw that in the trailer of the movie ‘The Arrival’ (2016) (a science 
fiction movie where an alien species communicate with the people of Earth by sharing their own language), 
the Arabic text was not represented correctly (Figure 1.1). The words are written from left to right (when it 
should have been the opposite), and the letters are detached while they should have been attached. This 
clearly does not respect the two main basic rules of Arabic typography in a movie that is supposed to bring 
forth language as means of communication even with an alien species.(Figure 1.2) 
It is unfortunate that misrepresentations of Arabic typography happen frequently within the design space in 
its different divisions. As an Arab designer, I find myself compelled to point out those typographic misuses 
and raise awareness about the art of writing with Arabic letter-forms and its aesthetic manipulations. 
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“Fast-forward a decade, and the typefaces on pretty much any up-to-date computing device could render 
most scripts in the world…”  That is what Gerry Leonidas (2013) predicted in his article“The next ten years”. 1

He adds that with the internet and the growing digital market (of media networks of information and 
communication, publishing services, multi-script documents, moving imagery... ), type designers are  
shifting from a localized design space to a connected world. This fact is uniting the world typographically, 
requiring the development of typefaces that support a wider script coverage and cater to diverse new design 
environments.  2

As the second most-widely used script in the world, Arabic is a significant player in this growing trend 
making Arabic type, presently, a topic extensively talked about and broadly recognized in the field of type 
design.  According to Captan and Sarkis (2018), “this is a luxurious position for type designers today to be in, 3

as major contributions can still be made in many areas of the field, ranging from research, to creating 
foundations for Arabic type design, to practical experiments and engaging in critical discourse, as well as by 
re-examining current type technology and perhaps enabling the establishment of a more user-friendly 
system for constructing Arabic text”.  4

Javad Khajavi (2019), affirms that the presence of Arabic letter-forms in screen-based media is growing. 
Coupled with the differences that exist between the Arabic and Latin script, he sees the need for a topology 
specifically created for Arabic temporal typography. In his book, “Arabic Script in Motion”, he categorized 
temporal behaviors by exclusively examining and studying Arabic calligraphy examples.  Smitshuijzen 5

AbiFarès (2001) and Boutros (2005) agree that although calligraphy is considered the starting point of 
typography, since they both share the same rules and characteristics of Arabic script, there is a clear 
distinction between them. They consider that all manual production (handwritten and hand-drawn) is 
labelled as calligraphy and all machine-made production (mechanical and digital) is labelled as typography.  6

 Despite these distinctions, Khajavi’s suggested classification could still apply to both calligraphy and 7

typography, although a more detailed study and exploration could be pursued in the field of temporal Arabic 
typography in specific. It could involve inspecting examples of animated digital type and delving further into 
the time-based behaviors of Arabic letter-forms. These letters are already set in motion per Laura U. Marks 
who writes that “Typing in Arabic, one witnesses a little animated movie in which the letters change shape 
according to what comes next”.   8

In this research paper, high importance is dedicated to the study of the different spaces and frames in which 
Arabic letter-forms took birth, exist and are being set in motion, focusing namely on the already existing 
time-based media spaces (animations, websites) and the digital spaces (computer programing, generative 
typography). The concept of design space is commonly mentioned in design documentation. Andrea Botero 
(2013), defines it in her doctoral research as the territory of potentials where the interplay of possibilities, 
constraints, practices, design choices, new technologies, competencies, and experimentations take place.  9

This definition generally applies to the different Arabic type design spaces beginning with the grid system 
and extending to the temporal fields. These spaces provide the Arabic letter-forms with many potentials on 

  Leonidas, Gerry (2013). The next ten years. www.leonidas.net, (accessed 10 October 2019)1

 Leonidas. The next ten years2

 Nemeth, Titus (2017). Arabic Type-Making in The Machine Age. Boston: Koninklijke Brill3

 Captan, Lara and Kristyan Sarkis (2018). Arabic. In Bi-Scriptual: Typography and Graphic Design with Multiple Script Systems. Ben 4

Wittner, Sascha Thoma and Timm Hartmann. Arenenbergstrasse: Niggli, 2018

 Khajavi, Javad (2019). Arabic Script in Motion: A Theory of Temporal Text-based Art.  Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan5

 Smitshuijzen AbiFares, Huda (2010). Typographic Matchmaking In The City. Amsterdam: Khatt Books6

 Boutros, Mourad (2005). Arabic for Designers. New York: Mark Batty7

 Marks, Laura (2011). Calligraphy animation: documenting the invisible. Animation: An Interdisciplinary Journal 6(3)8

 Botero, Andrea (2013). Expanding Design Space(s): Design In Communal Endeavours. School of Arts, Design  and Architecture, 9

Department of Media, Aalto University, 2013
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one hand and on the other limits their motion with many constraints. Captan and Sarkis (2018), affirm that 
even if technical constraints are decreasing, designers are still faced with the challenge of balancing 
technical, aesthetic, cultural and practical limitations.  While all those limitations will be analyzed, the main 10

focus of this research will then be directed towards the technical/technological limitations that seem to have 
the most negative effect on Arabic letter-forms in motion in time-based design spaces. Bil’ak (2018) 
confirms that “These technologies were created primarily for setting Latin script, so designers working with 
other scripts have struggled to function within systems that largely ignored them”.  11

As a way to overcome these limitations, this thesis proposes the concept of Arabtation. A theory that 
promotes the capacity of Arabic letter-forms to adapt to various technologies embracing the suggestion of 
multidisciplinary type design spaces where they have the possibility to be set in motion. 
Undeniably, many Arabic type designers are already unchaining the Arabic letter-forms from limitations by 
experimenting with new techniques, adopting new technologies and paving the way for new type design 
spaces to be explored. Quoting the words of Nemeth (2017), “Here, it is heartening that, whilst far from 
mature, Arabic typographical design discourse is widening and the value of substantive research is 
increasingly acknowledged”.  12

2 > Arabic letter-forms: Context and Limitations 

Before exploring the Arabic letter-forms in motion, it is essential to define the context in which they evolved 
from the handwritten calligraphy to the digital typefaces. During this historical progress, Arabic letter-forms 
occupied diverse type design spaces starting with the grid and reaching all the way to the time-based 
channels. In this section, the focus will be particularly directed towards investigating the cultural/religious/
political spaces along with their constraints and how Arabic letter-forms have fallen victim of 
standardization. A process where the proportions and characteristics of the Latin script have been forced on 
Arabic letter-forms without taking into consideration the morphological differences that are apparent 
between the two scripts. Clearly explaining these differences clarifies why such a process burdens the 
Arabic type design spaces with more limitations. 

2.1. Terminologies 

Recurrent terminologies and keywords in this research paper should be given a clear definition in order to 
eliminate any confusion or misinterpretation throughout the text. 
The first term is temporal typography that according to Brownie (2015), is the typography situated within 
temporal media where its state is affected directly by time and its appearance is linked to a particular 
moment within a sequence.  Another term, Arabic letter-forms, can be defined as the visual representation 13

of the Arabic script. The word letter-form will be written as two separate words connected with a dash to 
emphasize the dual nature of letter-forms shifting from letters to forms and vice versa.  

 Captan, Sarkis. Arabic10

 Bil’ak, Peter (2018). Expanding Possibilities of Type Design Today. In Bi-Scriptual: Typography and Graphic Design with Multiple Script 11

Systems. Ben Wittner, Sascha Thoma and Timm Hartmann. Arenenbergstrasse: Niggli, 2018

 Nemeth. Arabic Type-Making in The Machine Age12

 Brownie, Barbara (2015). Transforming Type: New Directions In Kinetic Typography.  London, New York: Bloomsbury Academic13
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All scripts that are not Latin and have different morphology and letter-forms than the Latin script will be 
identified as non-Latin script.  14

2.2. Arabic typography: a brief introduction  

Hardly an extensive historical chronology, this section offers a glimpse of the past as a way to clearly 
interpret the present circumstances of the Arabic script and its morphological characteristics. 
The Arabic alphabet took birth in the Arab Peninsula during the 6th century. As part of the Semitic scripts, it 
is written and read from right to left and is considered a cursive script where letter-forms connect to form 
words. It consists of three overlaying systems: the basic letter-forms, the diacritic dots and the vocalization 
marks. 
As letter-forms connect to each other they create a system of word units leading to shape variations per 
letter. Indeed, some letters can take up to four different shapes (initial, medial, final and free-standing) 
depending on their position in a word and based on the other letters that precede or follow them.(Figure 2.1) 
The diacritic dots are closely related to letter-forms and are indispensable for letter recognition and 
legibility. They are a configuration of one, two or three dots located above or underneath a basic letter shape 
creating new letters.(Figure 2.2) 
The vocalization marks are placed above or below letter-forms to clarify the pronunciations of certain words 
and facilitate the understanding of the text.  (Figure 2.3) 15

 Nemeth. Arabic Type-Making in The Machine Age14

 Smitshuijzen AbiFares, Huda (2001). Arabic Typography: A Comprehensive Sourcebook. London: Saqi Books15
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2.3. Balancing multi-script typography 

A multi-script type design space should be achieved without deforming the letter-forms, breaking 
grammatical rules and changing the morphology of one of the scripts, thus undermining its cultural 
heritage. 
Boutros (2005) states that “With the development of the global marketplace, graphic designers face a rapidly 
growing international communication system in which the use of several languages on the same piece of 
work is a necessity. Because different languages occupy varying amounts of space to convey the same 
information, a great deal of knowledge is required to skillfully manipulate different typefaces, especially 
when they are not Latin-based scripts”.  According to Nemeth (2006), this is apparent with the antithetic 16

structures of Arabic and Latin: opposed writing directions, one with joining, the other with separate 
characters, a very strong calligraphic influence on the one, and an independent typographic aesthetic on the 
other, varying text lengths, different apparent text sizes, unbalanced color of text blocks, and different uses 
of the Cartesian space.  One proposed solution for the multi-script type design space is the concept of 17

harmonisation, as discussed by Bigelow and Holmes (1993) where they state“that the basic weights and 
alignments of disparate alphabets are regularized and tuned to work together, so that their inessential 
differences are minimized, but their essential, meaningful differences preserved”.  Nemeth (2016), seems 18

to oppose such concepts, and according to him, he posits that they eliminate the unique characteristics, 
concepts, proportions and aesthetic notions of the Latin typographic world, instead of preserving the genuine 
cultural framework of each respective language without any attempt to dilute its aspects.  Maybe a good 19

start is to adopt John Hudson’s term ‘complex script’ instead of ‘non-Latin script’ to describe scripts that are 
morphologically more complex than the Latin script.  20

2.4. Digital Arabic letter-forms  

With modern media and technological advances, type designers are challenged to respond to contemporary 
communications needs by designing multiscript font families bringing various writing systems (and cultures) 
together, forcing them to converse and find common ground. This raises the question: Does multilingual 
type design by default imply visual equivalence or can harmony also be achieved in other ways? To answer 
this question, we witness the emergence of two major poles of type design directions each driven by its own 
cultural and/or political views.  21

 Boutros. Arabic for Designers16

 Nemeth, Titus (2006). Harmonization Arabic and Latin Scripts: Possibilities and Obstacles. Department of Typography  & Graphic 17

Communication, University of Reading, United Kingdom, 2006

 Bigelow, C. and Holmes, K. (1993). The design of a Unicode font. Electronic Publishing, vol 6, no. 3. As cited by Nemeth (2006), 18

Harmonization Arabic and Latin Scripts: Possibilities and Obstacles

 Nemeth, Titus (2016). Harmonised type design revisited. Digital Fonts and Reading Vol.119

 Hudson, John (2000). Microsoft Typography - Windows Glyph Processing: An OpenType Primer. As cited by Nemeth (2017), Arabic Type-20

Making in The Machine Age

 Smitshuijzen AbiFares, Huda (2018). Working Bi-Scriptual. In Bi-Scriptual: Typography and Graphic Design with   Multiple Script 21

Systems. Ben Wittner, Sascha Thoma and Timm Hartmann. Arenenbergstrasse: Niggli, 2018
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the first type design direction 
The first direction seems to favor the simplified approach and the need for visual simplification of the Arabic 
script. One of the first attempts in this area is the Unified Arabic typeface created by the Lebanese-American 
architect Nasri Khattar in 1947. He proposed to simplify the Arabic alphabet reducing its various letter 
shapes to 30 characters. His system was based on the Latin printing type as it was made out of individually, 
non-joining letterforms, thus breaking radically with Arabic script morphology. Khattar believed that the 
Unified Arabic would play a major role in decreasing the illiteracy rates in the Arab world by making the 
Arabic alphabet easier to learn.  (Figure 2.4) 22

Nowadays, simplification is needed especially as type is being used on small screens and portable digital 
devices where harmony between scripts is attained by using matching fonts. Thus, “it becomes a standard 
that each Arabic font family includes a visually matching Latin character set”. Using this type of fonts makes 
it easier and simpler to choose the correct counterpart in a layout.  This specific approach of multi-script 23

harmonisation is what Nemeth (2016) calls ‘Latinisation’.  According to him, it is a flexible concept for 
commercial exploitation with an undeniable success on this level. In fact, Arabic versions have been 
released for many existing Latin typefaces, such as Din, Frutiger, Helvetica, Palatino and Univers, to name a 
few. The concept of ‘harmonised design’ is most apparent in the Unicode Standard that was conceived by 
Bigelow and Holmes in 1993 as it was commissioned by Microsoft. Lucida Sans Unicode was created as an 
attempt for a visually unified design catering for the unmistakable requirement for standards compliance 
and cross-platform compatibility where international document exchange across different operating 
systems and languages becomes seamless.  (Figure 2.5) 24

The second type design direction 
The second direction reaches out to the roots of the Arabic script as a way to create modern typefaces. One 
of the first tools designed to faithfully reproduce the Arabic calligraphic script is the Deco Type technology 
developed by Thomas Milo in 1986. This revolutionary technology, according to Milo, “signaled a new phase 
to reinvent Arabic typesetting from scratch, ignoring all legacy practice and designs while going back to the 
best manuscript sources”. The ‘Tasmeem’ plug-in for Adobe InDesign, jointly developed with WinSoft and 
published in 2006, was the result of the DecoType’s type-making concepts. This application provided a 
correct representation of the Arabic script with the ability to configure alternative letterforms, swashes, 
stylistic variations and elongations and the flexibility to re-position marks, letters or entire letter-groups.  25

(Figure 2.6)  
With a renewed interest in handwritten lettering and complex calligraphic scripts, the followers of this trend 
underline the differences between the two respective scripts (Arabic and Latin) while creating harmonic 
layouts by visually treating type similarly through the use of color, illustrative composition and formation.   26

As discussed by Captan and Sarkis (2018), type design should evolve from the handwritten script. (Figure 2.7) 
They noticed that as an expression of modernity, contemporary Arabic type design nowadays is stripping 
away the quintessential components of the Arabic letter-forms making them look more similar to the Latin 
ones by reducing them to oversimplified shapes that do not take the history and characteristics of the script 
into account.  As a reaction against this, both type designers (Captan and Sarkis) created Arabic Type 27

 Nemeth. Arabic Type-Making in The Machine Age22

 Smitshuijzen AbiFares. Working Bi-Scriptual23

 Nemeth. Harmonised type design revisited24

 Nemeth. Arabic Type-Making in The Machine Age25

 Smitshuijzen AbiFares. Working Bi-Scriptual26

 Captan, Sarkis. Arabic27
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Design - Beirut, an experimental workshop where modern Arabic typefaces are designed by students based 
on the principles of the Arabic script.  28

2.5. Arabic letter-forms: grid issues 
After establishing the context of the Arabic letter-forms, this thesis discusses one of the primary type design 
spaces delineating the existent issues. 
It seems appropriate to begin with the words of Froshaug (1967) where he states that the “Grid structures 
are implicit in the word typography. To mention both typographic, and, in the same breath/sentence, grids, is 
strictly tautologous”.  29

During the 10th century, Ibn Muqlah was the first to parametrize the Arabic letter-forms according to a 
geometrical system based on proportions and on the three basic elements: the rhombic dot (measured by 
the pen stroke thickness), the Aleph (whose height is decided by the appropriate numbers of rhombic dots), 
and the circle (the diameter of which is equal to the height of the Aleph). The rest of the letter-forms are 
made to fit within the circle, each one depending on its rules of design and dot measurements (Figure 2.8).  
From the advent of the printing press until the digital era of type design, the ‘em-square’ (Figure 2.9) along 
with the proportions of Latin letter-forms have been imposed on the Arabic letter-forms, regardless of their 
circular grid, causing many of the obstacles found within the Arabic type design spaces. Many scholars seem 
to agree by expressing it with their own words. Smitshuijzen AbiFarès (2018), states that “Not all world 
scripts fit within a bounding box and align on a horizontal baseline” , followed by Khajavi (2019) who asserts 30

that “unlike Roman system of writing in which individual letters fit into rectangular blocks of almost equal 
sizes, the letters of the Arabic alphabet (especially in calligraphy) have varied sizes and thus do not easily fit 
into rectangular blocks”.  31

2.6. Arabic letter-forms: cultural/religious/political issues 

Nemeth (2017), acknowledges that factors unrelated to the visual characteristics such as technological 
circumstances, the evolutionary stage of the field, economic, political, and general cultural aspects all play a 
decisive influence on typography.  32

The Arabic language has been dubbed, during the 7th century, as the formal and sacred carrier of the word 
of God through the Quran. The simplified version of the Arabic script resulting from the early printing press 
techniques did not compare to the highly aesthetic calligraphic work, and thus was considered, for a long 
time, unworthy transmitter of the word of God. For many academics, the connection between the islamic 
religion and the Arabic script acted as an obstacle for the growth of Arabic typography. Nemeth (2006), 
recognizes that this explicit linkage limited the development of the Arabic script which always had to deal 
with inherent religious connotations.  According to Blankenship (2003), Arabic calligraphy did not evolve into 33

typography partly because of its attachment to religion which restrained its technical and aesthetic 
developments as well as creative experimentation resulting in” Arabic typography as a mechanized version 

 www.arabictypedesign.com/#program, (accessed 28 September 2019)28

 Froshaug, Anthony (1967).Typography is a grid. ‘The Designer’, No. 16729

 Smitshuijzen AbiFares. Working Bi-Scriptual30

 Khajavi. Arabic Script in Motion31

 Nemeth. Arabic Type-Making in The Machine Age32

 Nemeth. Harmonization Arabic and Latin Scripts33
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of calligraphy”.  Smitshuijzen AbiFarès (2001), adds that a break with the Arabic calligraphy is inevitable for 34

Arabic typography to flourish in its own right and embrace the digital media, effectively closing the gap 
between the Arabic and Latin type on the screen.   35

Politics also had a negative impact on Arabic script. Shaw (1981) points out, early typographical 
developments in the Middle East "did not emerge 'organically' through the efforts of mother-tongue 
speakers”, but "were dominated from outside by European powers and their interests, both religious and 
secular”.  36

3 > Temporal Arabic letter-forms 

Like many scholars involved in the field of typography, Javad Khajavi (2019) noticed a shift in contemporary 
media heading towards domination by screen-based media and moving content that seem to be drastically 
changing the way we experience and interact with text, giving rise to, what Brownie (2015) calls, «temporal 
typography». As with other script systems, and according to Khavaji’s observations, Arabic script followed 
suit and started appearing on screen-based platforms  ,thus in temporal type design spaces. In fact, Laura 37

U. Marks finds that static Arabic letter-forms are already animated and alive from within constituting what 
she calls: a proto-animation.  38

Is the innate animation drive present within Arabic letter-forms makes it simple and achievable to set them 
in motion? 
Javad Khavaji answers this question by pointing out that although temporal Arabic typography is on the rise, 
the already existing examples display a very narrow spectrum of temporal behaviors. He claims that in 
certain animations very simple events are applied to words, phrases and sentences such as displacement, 
rotation, change in size and color which he defines in his book as “kinetic behaviors”. According to him, the 
lack of more complex Arabic temporal behaviors is due to two main factors. The first being that, compared to 
the temporal Latin typography, this field is still relatively young, where artists and designers are still 
experimenting with, and exploring the Arabic typographic animation in screen-based media. The second key 
factor, as stated by Khavaji, is a lack, so far, of an exclusive theorization and categorization of Arabic time-
based behaviors like the one already created by Brownie (2015) for temporal Latin typography.  39

Starting with the typology proposed by Brownie (2015), it is easy to discern that it is mostly directed to Latin 
typography in motion and that is clear in the examples analyzed in her book. Knowing the many disparities 
between the Arabic and the Latin scripts, not all the methods of categorization she suggests could be applied 
to Arabic letter-forms in motion. The most relevant part of her study to temporal Arabic typography is the 
local kineticisim, in particular, the fluid typographic behavior, where the letter-forms lose their verbal 
meaning and become graphical forms. Similarly, Khajavi (2019) identifies through his typology the 

 Blankenship, Sherry (2003). Cultural Considerations: Arabic Calligraphy and Latin Typography.  Design Issues, Vol. 19, No. 234

 Smitshuijzen AbiFares. Arabic Typography35

 Balius, Andreu (2013). Arabic Type From a Multicultural Perspective: Multi-script Latin-Arabic Type Design. Doctoral dissertation, 36

University of Southampton, Southampton, UK Available from ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global. As cited by Nemeth (2017), Arabic 

Type-Making in The Machine Age

 Khajavi. Arabic Script in Motion37

 Marks, Calligraphy animation38

 Khajavi, Arabic Script in Motion39
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transformative and the meta-transformative behaviors, where Arabic letter-forms also surrender their 
verbal identities and oscillate between the states of semantic and aesthetic.  
Undoubtedly, Khajavi’s classification answers more closely to the nature and behaviors of the Arabic script 
in motion, nevertheless, the examples he offers as case studies in his book are mostly limited to Arabic 
calligraphy. Although Arabic calligraphy and Arabic typography follow the same grammatical rules of the 
Arabic script, and although Khajavi insists that his theorization applies to both, there is still a difference 
between what is hand-drawn (calligraphy) and what is digitized (typography).  
What follows, is an overview of both Brownie’s typology for contemporary Latin temporal typography and 
Khajavi’s topology for temporal Arabic script.  

3.1. Typology of Latin temporal typography 
Brownie (2015) states that “Temporal typography is distinct from other forms of on-screen typography as it 
is situated within temporal media (such as film and television). Its state is directly affected by time, as its 
appearance is linked to a particular moment within a sequence”. She continues by highlighting the increased 
integration of letter-forms in temporal media where they are treated similarly to any other graphical 
element or filmed subject and where they are capable of complex dynamic performances and behaviors. She 
adds that the new attributes acquired by typography cannot be classified according to an already existing 
system devised before the advent of new digital technologies, hence the need for a new classification. In her 
book, Brownie identifies the main categories of temporal typography according to the behaviors displayed, 
focusing mainly on the variety of kinetic behaviors that can exist on screen. She stresses on the local 
kineticisim that affects not only the appearance but also the meaning of individual letter-forms placing an 
emphasis on fluid typographic behavior that, according to her, dramatically alters the identity and meaning 
of letter-forms to the extent that they can no longer be recognized as alphabetical. Different sub-categories 
of fluid typography are recognized by Brownie allowing letter-forms to abandon one identity and adopt 
another.  (Figure 3.1), (Figure 3.2) 40

The fluid typographic behavior identified by Brownie, is strongly present in the JSX typefaces created by 
animography.net. They are animated typefaces, built with the extra dimension of time in Adobe After Effects, 
where each letter is individually animated to appear, hold or loop, and disappear. They are vector-based and 
easily customizable with controllers to set line width, colors, randomness, speed or extra bells and whistles 
that can be toggled on and off.  41

The compelling fact about the JSX typefaces is attributed to two factors. The first factor is the built-in motion 
that has been specifically tailored to fit the typeface with respect to the shapes and proportions of its letter-
forms, resulting in an animation far from being an After Effects template or preset. The second factor is the 
paradigm shift of the letter-forms between the graphical and the verbal identities. Indeed the animation 
starts with geometric or organic entities that forge the letter-form which transforms back to graphical 
shapes as it disappears. (Figure 3.3) 
  

3.2. Typology of Arabic temporal typography 

Although Brownie’s (2015) temporal events categorization is a perfect fit for the animated Roman script, 
Khajavi (2019) is convinced that it is inadequate to represent the temporal behaviors displayed by the Arabic 
script. He states that the differences between the two scripts, in terms of morphology, glyph anatomy, and 

 Brownie. Transforming Type40

 www.animography.net, (accessed 21 October 2019)41
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visual structure, calls for a classification that suits the specificities of the Arabic script. He identifies in his 
book five broad categories: kinetic, kinesthetic, plasmatic, transformative, and meta-transformative 
behaviors.  
While kinetic behaviors are the simplest form of temporal events, kinesthetic behaviors are motions that 
occur along the trajectory of the calligraphic line following the movements of the calligrapher’s hand as it 
draws the word. The plasmatic behaviors, as detailed by Khajavi, are temporal events inspired by the shape-
shifting nature of Arabic letter-forms as they connect together to form the calligraphic form. Despite this 
change in shapes, the letter-forms will still be recognized as verbal units. This is not the case in 
transformative behaviors where the shapes of the calligraphic script change so extensively, that they 
completely lose their verbal/calligraphic identities. The last transformative scenario, called meta-
transformation, is the consequence of a shift in the function of the calligraphic forms/verbal over time 
without any changes in their shapes. Three major factions are examined by Khajavi within this behavior and 
they are: aesthetic, semantic and hermeneutic.  (Figure 3.4), (Figure 3.5) 42

Videohive’s Arabic typography templates are an ideal model for the kinetic and kinesthetic behaviors 
described by Khajavi in his typology. One type offers to move Arabic titles involving very simple temporal 
transformations of words and sentences (kinetic behaviors) like a change of position, size and color. Another 
type of templates follow the ‘kinesthetic behavior’ by animating Arabic letter-forms as if hand-drawn, 
combining them to form words and sentences. (Figure 3.6), (Figure 3.7) 

4 > Towards a multidisciplinary type design space 

A general definition of the design space has been established in the introduction of this thesis as being the 
interplay of possibilities, constraints, practices, design choices, new technologies, competencies, and 
experimentations according to Andrea Botero (2013). Consequently, this also applies to the very wide digital 
media fields (websites, mobile applications, television, interactive media, installations, programming…) that 
are some of the type design spaces where the Arabic letter-forms in motion evolve, animate and interact. 
Although those spaces offer new potentials, each one of them is plagued with a set of limitations.  
The restraints that seem to stand out as having the most impact within the time-based media spaces, are the 
technological ones. Smitshuijzen AbiFarès (2018), finds that from the printing press to digital font-authoring 
tools the root predicament is the fact that all this equipment has been originally marketed by cultures where 
the Latin script is native, and were created to better suit Latin typography.  43

Given all the limitations that seem to cripple the Arabic letter-forms in motion within their type design 
spaces, what are the possibilities to move forward? and how could/should we unchain the Arabic letter-
forms and set them in motion? 
An attempt to answer the first part of this question is through the words of Pascal Zoghbi, an Arabic Type 
Designer and the founder of the Lebanese type foundry 29LT: “Previously, the question was always how to 
simplify Arabic typefaces enough to work within the limitations of primitive type technologies. Nowadays, the 
technology is catching up (although there is still a long way to go to develop a system that supports 
everything that the Arabic script requires)”.  Zoghbi’s statement incites designers working with Arabic 44

letter-forms to seek, discover and create new type design spaces free of constraints. This leads to 
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answering the second part of the question through the proposed concept of Arabtation, that discusses the 
prospect of rethinking and remapping the existent type design spaces to offer a potential way to animate the 
Arabic letter-forms. This will be examined in depth in the last section. 

4.1. Technological limitations of the Arabic type design spaces 

Technological limitations have had the most significant influence over the development of Arabic letter-
forms in motion in the digital type design spaces. Identifying them will allow us to understand the multiple 
layers of obstructions that have been piling up until now. Ross (1999), informs us that historically, 
technological restrictions played a principal role in the evolution of non-Latin script, including the Arabic 
script, stressing the disproportionate influence those mechanical limitations had on every script with a 
complex morphology.  Adding to Ross’ words, Nemeth (2017) believes that Arabic typography started as a 45

compromise in which the process of reproduction dictated the appearance of the script instead of it being 
the continuity of Arabic calligraphy similarly to the evolution of the Latin script. According to him, when 
Arabic was adapted to mechanical composition, aesthetic considerations were side-lined and imperfections 
of typography were acceptable as long as the content could be conveyed efficiently. Indeed, “trust in the 
technology led to the belief that its limitations may work as a corrective to the 'evils' that were identified in 

the Arabic script” and “here it appears that the ideological conviction in progress through technology was 
indeed so strong that even the complete abolishment of the Arabic script was considered as an option” 
during the ill-informed reform project launched by the Academy of the Arabic Language in Cairo in 1936.  46

Unfortunately, the limitations did not stop at the level of the printing press but extended to the digital era of 
the Arabic letter-forms. Typefaces formats (PostScript, TrueType) were also afflicted with many constraints 
and as a consequence failed to give the Arabic script justice.  
1996 saw the introduction of the OpenType font format jointly developed by Microsoft and Adobe and that 
provided users and font creators alike with a broader multi-platform support and better handling of large 
glyph sets using Unicode encoding.  Character set reductions are no longer necessary since a font can now 47

incorporate a virtually unlimited number of glyphs with support for ligatures, positional forms, alternates, 
and vocalization as well as ease to fix the kerning and spacing of letter-forms. Despite the many positive 
capabilities that OpenType has to offer, it remains, regrettably, a problematic fact with many of the text 
processing software still unable to correctly render Arabic letter-forms whether static or in motion. 
Implementing those special features remains discretionary across diverse software environments, multiple 
operating systems, browsers and other type-rendering applications. Until recently, Apple's operating system 
did not recognize Arabic kerning and presently, only two of Adobe’s applications (Adobe InDesign and Adobe 
Photoshop) support OpenType features with other applications expected to follow suit in the future.  48

The next to come in the chain of limitations is the scarce number of Arabic typefaces accessible to users 
through websites and Arabic type designers. Bil’ak (2018), asserts that in the present time there exist a huge 
gap between the Latin and Arabic (and non-Latin) worlds in terms of the quantity and variety of available 
fonts. He believes that while ‘infill-ism’ seems to be affecting Latin typefaces, there is still a real demand for 
creating new designs, models and genres of Arabic (and non-Latin) typefaces. He backs up his beliefs 
through the words of Nemeth who thinks that “Before any kind of infill-ism can happen, firmly established 
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[Arabic] typographic currents, trends and ways of doing things need to be established, revised, rebelled 
against and revived”. Bil’ak adopts also the words of the co-founder of TPTQ Arabic, Kristyan Sarkis, who 
considers that “there’s a lot of room left for innovation in Arabic type. Only a very tiny part of this ground has 
been covered while the vast majority is still almost untouched”.  49

On a personal note, working on an animation project, I start by picking the right Arabic typeface that helps 
convey the appropriate mood. This constitutes a challenging task because not only of the meager number of 
available Arabic typefaces on the market but also of the narrow variety among them, making the search for a 
befitting one stretches for hours. Another obstacle in this task is the poor quality of the majority of the Arabic 
typefaces arising, on one hand, from the lack of a well-defined set of conventions of what constitutes quality 
in Arabic typography, and on the other hand from the many impediments afflicting the type-making software 
used by type designers. 
Nemeth (2017) considers that one of the major reasons for the poor caliber of most Arabic typefaces is the 
currently available type design software that are promising an effortless and easy process to create 
complex-script typefaces. He adds that the improved automation and tools of type design applications are 
imposing their logic on designers whose absence of proper competences makes them uncritical in their 
decisions by perceiving those built-in functionalities as actual standards for the Arabic script. Those 
automated processes, in his opinion, are leading to excessive modularity in contemporary design with a 
tendency towards static, rigidly aligned and geometrically constructed type-forms leaving no place for the 
imagination or creativity of designers. He concludes that “none of the current, commercially available tools 
provide comprehensive means for Arabic type-making. Defining characteristics of the Arabic script such as 
the justification of connected letter groups, diagonal connections, the changes of position and shape of 
marks in varying contexts, and the generally higher level of contextual dependence of letter configurations, 
are poorly provided for”.  50

Even Though I have installed a special version of Adobe After Effects (the one labelled the Middle East 
version) that supports the use of Arabic script, I am still faced with many Latin-biased software limitations. 
Typing Arabic letter-forms requires an additional third-party plug-in that does not necessarily support all 
Arabic fonts available. The only solution applicable, without the plug-in, is to export the needed text as an 
image or path from Adobe Photoshop or Adobe Illustrator, knowing that, in this case, the text would be 
harder to edit if need be through the course of the animation project. Another constraint that the motion 
designer would encounter is with the built-in text animation presets that are designed to work only with the 
Latin script. Using them with the Arabic text would simply generate unacceptable animations. 

4.2. The concept of Arabtation 

The biggest part of this thesis has been dedicated to discussing the limitations that have afflicted the Arabic 
letter-forms in many type design spaces. Regardless of the nature of those design spaces, whether static or 
dynamic, print or digital, a piece of paper or the screen of a laptop, their various constraints all played a 
primary role in setting tight boundaries around the Arabic letter-forms in motion. As a result, we are still 
witnessing a modest Arabic temporal typography, by far unequal to its Latin counterpart. Khajavi (2019) 
confirms the limited number of contemporary Arabic animations emphasizing that most of them display very 
basic temporal events. Personally, I do not consider these projects as animations but just typographic 
movements where letter-forms roam the screen devoid of any ‘behavior’, ‘character’ or ‘soul’. Under the 
pressure of all the limitations pile-up, we are led to believe that setting Arabic letter-forms in motion is a 
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colossal task even though they are already alive from within by an innate animation drive as discerned by 
Laura U. Marks (2011). 
A good starting point towards animating these letter-forms is by considering that the current type design 
spaces are not made of concrete but are flexible units that could be bent, molded and reconstructed. Indeed, 
Botero (2013), asserts that the design space is not static but a dynamic territory that transforms, evolves, 
contracts and expands.   51

An excellent case that comes to mind is the multiple master and variable font technologies that have 
changed the way we work with typefaces. The former, expanded the one-dimensional type design space to a 
four-dimensional field giving graphic designers and desktop publishers the choice to customize typefaces 
according to their needs, (Figure 4.1). The latter provided a wider number of dimensions creating a more 
complex type design space offering users more flexibilities and possibilities with a simple manipulation of 
sliders, (Figure 4.2). As much as those two technologies are a testimony of the feasibility of expanding and 
reshaping the type design space, they are also paving the way for new projects and novel solutions. One such 
project, developed by Sahar Afshar (type designer, researcher) and José Miguel Solé Bruning (senior font 
developer), illustrates how, by applying the variable font technology, the issue of organic extensions, also 
known as kashida or tatweel, can be resolved to allow a more dynamic, and grammatically correct, 
typesetting of the Arabic script.  The importance of this project stems from the fact that kerning cannot be 52

applied to the Arabic script in the same way as in Latin script. Knowing the cursive nature of the Arabic 
language, the need for the kashida, an extended variant of letterforms, is crucial to justify an Arabic text, 
(Figure 4.3).  

This kind of experimentation is the appropriate way to introduce the proposed concept of Arabtation. A 
portmanteau word formed by combining the words ‘Arab’ and ‘adaptation’, hinting at the ability of Arabic 
letter-forms to adapt to different environments and technologies, evolving and opening up to new 
possibilities and potentially animating (not exclusively by way of digital means) in newly reshaped type design 
spaces. It suggests the idea of multidisciplinary type design spaces where multiple existent design spaces 
are remapped and forged together as an approach to break some of the limitations preventing the Arabic 
letter-forms from exhibiting more complex temporal events. Nemeth (2017), confirms that “the examples of 
successful radical innovation emerged when specialists of different disciplines combined their expertise to 
develop novel typographical technologies”.  Botero (2013), theorizes that in recent years, multidisciplinary 53

and collaborative design and research in diverse settings have grown.   54

The projects detailed in all the different parts of this thesis, and despite their many shortcomings, are steps 
towards a more open type design space where designers are attempting with their experimentations and 
new concepts to minimize the impact of the limitations on the Arabic letter-forms.  
The Unified Arabic typeface proposed by Nasri Khattar constitutes with its isolated letter-forms, an extreme 
deviation from the basic rules of the Arabic script. Yet, its letter-forms, being Latin-like, are able to 
overcome many of the technological limitations and would be ideal to display intricate temporal behaviors in 
an animation design space.  
Designated as revolutionary at the time it was created, the Deco Type technology generated the most 
aesthetically and grammatically accurate depiction of the Arabic script since the printing press era, through 
the InDesign plugin Tasmeem. The ability it provides to control each sentence, word and especially letter-
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form, would be even more exceptional if applied in motion graphics applications like After Effects. According 
to Nemeth (2017), the extreme degree of flexibility to manipulate letter-forms supplied by this technology is 
“due to the division of letter-shapes into smaller, recurring elements like pen-strokes and dots, and their 
dynamic composition with a computer programme”. (Figure 4.4) 

In her Master’s project entitled ‘Arabic typography play’, Sarah Alfalah repeated this process by creating an 
Arabic typeface based on repetitive/common shapes among its letter-forms. The result was the ‘Arabic 
building blocks’, a game for children made out of eleven geometric wooden blocks which not only allowed 
the construction of all the letters of the Arabic alphabet, but also encouraged users (children and adults 
alike) to create their own abstract geometric compositions (Figure 4.5).   55

This game has succeeded, in its own playful way, to set the Arabic letter-forms in motion without digital 
intervention. Its emphasis dedicated to individual Arabic letter-forms strongly supports one of the crucial 
aspect of Arabtation. Although the Arabic script is based on a system of word units, many scholars seem to 
agree on the importance of its letter-forms and how they have been attributed the notion of mysticism. 
Smitshuijzen AbiFarès (2001), deduces that the Arabic letters are at the center of creation in Islam. The 
Aleph (the first letter of the alphabet) symbolizes the first moment of creation when the point became a line 
and the non-matter became matter.  Khajavi (2019), speculates that the secret of the Qur’an is hidden 56

within isolated letters, inferring that one letter holds a vast amount of knowledge.  In Shabout’s (2007) 57

words, “[m]any believed that letters contained hidden knowledge and special powers. Hence they were 
studied not only by artists but also by scholars and mystics, who interpreted them esoterically”.  Marks 58

(2011) adds that “in popular and mystical contexts, those individual letters refuse to stay still; they tremble 
with significance”. She specifically mentions the Hurufi Sufi movement which, during the 14th century, 
ascribed the mysticism and the symbolism to the Arabic letters.  Adding to Marks’ words, Hofstadter (1982) 59

believes that, “clearly there is much more going on in typefaces than meets the eye—literally. Underneath or 
behind each instance of "A" there lurks a concept, a Platonic entity, a spirit”.   60

All the above statements obviously put forward the significance of the letter-forms, yet what appears to 
stand out the most in relation to the concept of Arabtation, are the comments of Marks (2011), who asserts 
that “letters have an interior potential, which can unfold and spring into life” she continues by declaring that 
letters tend to oscillate between an outside and an inside, between writing and figurative image.   61

As a matter of fact, I insisted in my thesis to write ‘letter-form’ as two words connected by a dash to 
accentuate the duality displayed by letters, fluctuating between letter/verbal and form/shape paradigms. I 
strongly believe that the adaptation of Arabic letter-forms within new type design spaces is pushed further if 
we look beyond their verbal functions. If perceived as shapes, they transcend the rigid rules and the rigorous 
constraints and eventually acquire the needed ability to be set in motion. Freeing letter-forms from their 
verbal characteristics is one way leading to a multidisciplinary type design space where multi-scripts find 
common ground as a fluid language of forms. 
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Jsx typeface technique already managed to shape an interesting type design space for Latin typefaces by 
creating tailor-made motions to fit their specificities, based on the shift between letters and forms. It would 
be an engaging experiment to see this technique applied to Arabic letter-forms and observe the results it 
might yield.  

5 > Conclusion 

In one of his talks, Thomas Milo confirmed that “to this day, 21st century, Arabic script is still unchartered 
territory where we are still guessing”. He continues, “there is no point in making a typeface and applying 
whatever amount of smart phone technology on a design if you don’t know how the script works”.  His 62

words affirm the statements of many scholars who believe that the type design space occupied by Arabic 
letter-forms, despite its many limitations, is still open for experimentations and innovations in a world where 
digital media and technological advances are challenging the way we interact with typography.  
Being a creative director in the Arabic region, I was impelled, through this thesis, to analyze the Arabic type 
design space, shed light on its constraints and propose a way of reshaping it through the concept of 
Arabtation. A suggested multidisciplinary type design space where different design spaces blend together to 
release Arabic letter-forms from limitations, allow them to open up to new potentials, and give them the 
power to animate. 
Speaking about the Arabic script, Laura U. Marks (2011) summarizes perfectly the essence of the proposed 
concept of Arabtation by saying that “in mysticism, (Arabic) words and letters are not symbolic but mimetic. 
They contain latent meanings that can be activated. They may have protective or magical powers.” then she 
adds, “I think that computer animation, rather than doing away with the magical quality of (the Arabic) 
animated text, augments it with the performative ‘magic’ of the code”.  In my opinion, these few sentences 63

convey the notion of a multidisciplinary type design space, by conceptually combining several design spaces: 
mysticism, magic, philosophy, computer animation and coding to set the Arabic letter-forms in motion.  
Noticing the importance that Marks attributes to the ‘magic of coding’, I am compelled to ask after the words 
of Loretta Staples : to which extent is generative typography driving the future of typographic innovation in 64

the digital space through computer-modeled and algorithmically-driven (Arabic) letters? Before attempting 
to answer this question, shouldn’t we first take notice of the cultural aspect of the Arabic script and the way 
it is still misrepresented in 21st-century multi-million dollar movies (Figure 1.1)? Also, should we accept the 
“evils”  imposed on Arabic letter-forms in the name of ‘Latinisation’? Or would Arabtation be a replacement 65

for the concept of ‘Latinisation’? 
Here it is essential to indicate that conceiving new ways to overcome the limitations and attempting to 
answer the above questions, is not restricted only to designers and scholars but also to the public. According 
to Burdick et al. (2012), “with the tools of both production and consumption in the hands of the public, an 
ever-expanding space of design and curation allows bits of data and intellectual property to move and be 
remixed in creative ways.”  One such intervention worth mentioning is ‘Arabizi’, a system of writing Arabic 66
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using Latin characters, that has been created by the people and used widely in their daily digital 
communications.(Figure 5.1) 
It should be noted that by identifying and proposing the concept of Arabtation and multidisciplinary type 
design spaces, this thesis does not intend to present it as a solution. Instead, I am more interested in the 
questions that such a concept might raise (much like the ones I have already asked), and the answers that 
might serve as a way to set the Arabic letter-forms in motion. 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